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Human Services Dictionary
Synopsis
Written in an interesting, accessible and informative manner, with 1600 entries this book is an ideal reference for human service professionals and students preparing for exams. Special features include: extensive cross-referencing, a directory of human service organizations, short biographies of important figures in the profession, a short history of human services, and specialized and slang terms specific to the human service profession.
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Customer Reviews
I had no idea what this book was really about until I purchased it. The name "dictionary" is a little deceiving because it's actually the ultimate study tool for the NCE and future counselors. There are over 1000 test questions to help you prepare for the NCE. It does take a while to work through the book, but it is well worth it!

This is an extremely useful text that can be used as a supplement to the other Rosenthal materials. It offers very well writtten and clear definitions of psychological concepts and terminology that one can encounter while taking a comprehensive exam or just in daily mental health practice.

This book is a great back up to help study. It's a great addition if you already have Rosenthal's Encyclopedia of Counseling. It makes the material so easy to understand.
This book came in excellent condition with useful and well organized information. I need it for my comprehensive exam in another month so hopefully it will help.

Dr. Rosenthal is the "Guru" of test taking and this book is also helpful in my courses as a companion aid! Love it very easy to read understand

I will probably return it. Not aa, helpful as I had hoped and unable to find definitions on words I tried to cross reference from his encyclopedia.

I bought this to study for my NCE and didn’t use it at all. I imagine it will be helpful on the shelf of my office when I am a licensed counselor.

Having only owned this book for less than 10 days, I recognize how valuable it will be to help me successfully pass my licensure exam.
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